Efficient transmission of tactile information is vital for individuals who rely on their sense of touch to interact with and navigate their surroundings, including visually impaired persons. Somatosensory phenomena have been investigated with respect to surface topologies and neuron sensitivities in the skin, but there is little knowledge of the specific skin tribology when reading tactual-coded information such as braille. Braille is a tactual code that employs raised dome-shaped dots in six-position cells (2 columns by 3 rows per cell), with various dot patterns representing individual text characters, punctuation or mathematical operators. Due to the hypothesized significance of friction on tactile sensitivity, the authors investigated the effect of basic braille dot configurations on friction coefficient in fingertip sliding. Initial studies investigated the effect of multiple dot-row configurations and media type on friction coefficient, but the tribological effect of individual features and associated skin interactions was ill-defined. Subsequently, the frictional effect of an individual dot of varying radius was investigated and modeled against a multi-term frictional model implementing Hertzian contact, the Greenwood-Tabor hysteresiscomponent of a spherical indenter against a soft surface, as well as Wolfram‫׳‬s traditional adhesion model. The results of the study show that macro-scale deformation of the fingerpad during fingertip-on-dot sliding is the primary friction mechanism and suggest that the contribution due to a macroscopic feature is largely independent of sample medium. Based on this understanding, the effect of braille dot spacing on a dot‫׳‬s friction contribution was investigated. The results from the spacing study indicate that the fingerpad‫׳‬s interaction with dot pairs is highly influenced by dot feature spacing. Further work is necessary to identify the fundamental sliding mechanics at the finger-dot interface, but the ability to identify the frictional mechanisms as well as the sliding interactions will provide a means to understand how much of a role friction plays in braille character recognition, as well as suggest potential friction-based methods to enhance the information density of braille codes. 
Introduction
The sense of touch is one of the most fundamental ways an individual can interact with the surrounding environment. Touch and perception play a key role in handling and manipulating objects, evaluating products, or even obtaining tactual information. When it comes to investigating tactility, researchers have had great difficulty understanding and modeling the extreme complexity of the somatosensory system. Whereas most individuals rely on multiple senses in order to obtain information and navigate surroundings, instances exist where individuals rely almost entirely on their sense of touch to decode their environment; such is the case for blind or visually impaired persons (BVI). Where sighted individuals receive written language through visual text, BVI individuals read through their means of touch, via the tactile language, braille. It is understood that BVI persons use their hands and fingers to perceive and decode braille, but there have been and continue to be research studies that investigate what exactly is occurring in the somatosensory system of individuals with BVI.
Phillips et al. first discovered that certain afferent neurons located throughout the hand (SA1 mechanoreceptors and Merkel-cell end organs) are the main contributors in one's ability to distinguish spatial form, and they investigated the use of braille cells to prove this. These receptors permit the fingertips to perceive the number and orientation of the dots involved, and the brain can then discriminate between individual braille patterns and interpret them into the intended meaning [1] . As previously mentioned, individuals who experience early onset blindness have been shown to adapt and eventually exhibit greater tactile acuity in these receptors [2] . Conversely, individuals who experience late onset blindness do not have such acuity and are at a disadvantage due to their lower tactile resolution. Tactile confusion plagues braille readers with decreased tactile acuity, but the specific source of this confusion is unknown. Other tactile studies have investigated perceptive thresholds and tactile resolutions through texture, feature, or grating densities [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , but they fail to ultimately define what lies at the heart of tactility. At its core, tactility is driven by skin tribology, the fundamental interaction of skin and a counter-surface under contact and sliding.
Friction is believed to be a significant player during braille reading, as the soft fingertip slides over and interacts with complex arrangements of braille dots, but little to no research has been performed to characterize the tribological interactions of skin on braille dots. More specifically, the frictional mechanisms that govern these interactions have not been studied extensively. To understand frictional behavior during braille reading, it is essential to first understand its fundamental mechanisms.
As one surface passes over another surface asperities interact with one another and produce resistive forces that are manifested as a bulk coefficient of friction. Given an applied normal load, these resistive forces will vary depending on the two surfaces in contact. The area of contact governs the adhesion between two surfaces, where secondary bonding and Van der Waals forces are generated at each contact and repeatedly form and break under sliding. Originally, Greenwood and Williamson implemented Hertzian contact theory towards investigating the sliding of two nominally flat, rigid surfaces [9] , but Wolfram and Adams further developed the model to apply to the coefficient of friction between a rigid body against a soft, viscoelastic material [10, 11] . This latter model has wide applicability to any viscoelastic material and smooth surface and can be used in the investigation of friction of human skin sliding against a rigid substrate. Given such, numerous studies have examined different regions of skin (fingerpad, palmar hand, forearm) sliding against smooth surfaces such as paper, glass or plastics in both dry and lubricated settings [12] [13] [14] .
The Wolfram and Adams model provides an estimate of the surface adhesion contribution during skin sliding. On the other hand, it does not directly address sliding against macroscopic features, such as braille dots, where it may be hypothesized that deformation has a strong impact on overall friction. Greenwood et al. investigated this very issue by developing a macro-friction model to describe the hysteresis, or deformation component of friction caused by hard, spherical sliders against a bulk elastomeric surface [15] . Studies have been performed investigating skin on macrotextured surfaces such as ridge and groove patterns [13, 16] , but these geometries are somewhat too complex to be directly addressed using existing hysteresis models such as Tabor's. A fundamental understanding of skin sliding against a simple geometry, such as a braille dot, must first be established in order to explain the frictional behavior in more complex situations such as full braille text.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the underlying friction mechanisms that occur during braille reading. The first aspect of the study was to observe the frictional behavior of skin sliding across a single dot feature in order to determine the relative magnitudes of the adhesion and deformation components of the frictional contribution solely due to a dot feature inclusion. The second aspect of this study entailed extending this mechanistic understanding to more complex braille configurations, studying the effect of directional dot spacing on the coefficient of friction of a fingertip sliding across multiple dot features.
Materials and Methods

Fundamental friction mechanisms involving individual dots
The emphasis of the initial phase of the investigation was to determine fundamental tribological mechanisms involved in fingertip sliding against braille-dot feature types. The focus was on determining the relative impacts of both adhesion and deformation on friction during braille reading. This was accomplished by investigating the effect of dot size and normal load on the coefficient of friction as the human fingertip slides across said feature. In order to apply Tabor's model of a bulk soft material passing over a rigid sphere, it was necessary to ensure that the fingerpad completely surrounded a single feature during sliding. While Tabor's model assumes a spherical cross-section, standard braille dots have ellipsoidal cross-sections. As defined by the Braille Authority of North America, a standard dot has a height of 0.48mm and base diameter of 1.44mm (projected circle with radius of 0.72mm). With this in mind, three dot radii (dot heights) were selected: 0.48mm (standard braille dot), 0.75mm, and 1.0mm.
Each sample consisted of a single row of four dots, spaced sufficiently far apart so that only a single feature would be encountered at any instance during sliding. For the sample media, 100lb. cardstock printing paper was selected due to its likeness to that of braille textbooks and reading material for the blind and visually impaired. The standard-sized braille dots were embossed using an American Printing House braille slate and stylus. The larger dots were created using an acrylic stencil and the embossing stylus. As the media lay across circular holes in the stencil, features were embossed using the braille stylus as the paper deformed under light pressure. Like that of the standard-sized braille dot, the features had ellipsoidal cross-sections. These topographies were consistent for all three sizes, where the ratio of each ellipsoid's cross-sectional height and width was maintained. These dimensions were verified through the use of a Dino-Lite digital microscope and calipers. To ensure the structural integrity of the larger features, a hardening agent was used to reinforce the underside of each dot. Once all samples were constructed, they were affixed to a rigid substrate to be mounted for friction testing as shown in Figure 1 . The coefficient of friction of a fingertip sliding against a sample was determined by recording the normal and shear forces produced during a fingertip swipe. These forces were measured with a piezoelectric three-force dynamometer and amplifier (Kistler 9254), and the data was exported to a data acquisition system. Data were taken at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and written to files for subsequent processing and analysis. To maintain that all finger swipes were performed consistently, the testing facility was maintained at 23°C and 50% humidity. The tester's left index finger was also cleaned with hand soap and water and thoroughly air dried every 5 trials to reduce tribological effects from oils and dirt.
Data were collected for all samples in a random testing order, where each parameter was repeated three separate times. A swipe's coefficient of friction was calculated by taking the instantaneous ratio of the tangential and normal loading. The beginning of a dot encounter was clearly observed in the data due to the transitional sliding between the featureless surface of the medium (paper) -referred to hereafter as the 'background' -and instances of each dot feature. Frictional effects due to each dot can be visualized in the COF data shown in Figure 2 . The circled region indicates the coefficient of friction of the finger sliding across the background; and the abrupt transition is caused by the fingertip encounter with a dot feature. The effect of normal load on the coefficient of friction was also investigated. For this study, the applied forces ranged from 0.5-2.5N in order to simulate extremely light to vigorous braille reading. The maximum load of 2.5N was selected in order to avoid damage to the features in the paper. The applied forces were categorized into the following ranges: 'light' (0.5-0.8N), 'medium' (1.0-1.5), and 'heavy' (1.75-2.5N), and each sample was tested three times for each loading range. At the start of each test, the normal load was applied with the left index fingerpad, where the entirety of the pad came into contact with the paper. Prior to the onset of sliding, loading was observed and modified according to the assigned range, and once normalized, the finger was moved in a left-to-right motion across all four features. It was ensured that during each pass, every feature came into contact with the fingerpad's vertical midpoint, where the skin is most compliant. Each test run consisted of three passes, where three dot COF were extracted from each pass, yielding 9 values per run.
As opposed to focusing on the absolute COF value for a given dot size (i.e. 0.30 for the highlighted feature in Figure 2 ), the differential dot COF was considered for analysis. For each dot encounter, the data points before the dot were averaged to represent the background COF; and the average of the data on the plateau represented the dot's COF. To calculate the differential dot COF, the featureless background COF (0.25) was subtracted from the dot COF (0.30), and this value exclusively represented the friction contribution of a dot (0.05). This approach eliminated the effect of the sample media and allows for investigating effects strictly due to the dot features.
The final component to this investigation involved a rudimentary implementation of Hertz' spherical contact model toward skin deformation under normal loading on a flat plane. This test was performed in order to validate the assumption that apparent fingerpad contact due to bulk deformation behaves according to Hertzian contact (Equation 1). To do such, a transparent, acrylic plate was mounted to the dynamometer, extending a short portion of the plate beyond the dynamometer's edge. The fingerpad was placed on the cantilever, and normal loads from 0-3.0 N were applied in increments of 0.5 N. The skin deformations under each loading condition were observed and captured using a Dino-Lite digital microscope. Image analysis with ImageJ was then performed to approximate the apparent contact area dimensions. For the sake of the model, the fingerpad was assumed to be circular in shape, and the short side of the elliptical fingerprint was used as the apparent contact area dimension, a F . 
The contact data were curve fit to a model based on (1), where " is the radius of a 'spherical' fingerpad, E' is the reduced Young's modulus of a fingerpad, and W is the applied normal load. For the contact area fit analysis, finger radius and modulus were held constant in the form of a regression coefficient versus variable input load, W. Using Microsoft Excel and sum of squares analysis, the COF data were then fit to a regression curve analogous to a multi-term friction model based on the components discussed in Greenwood-Tabor [15, 17] , Wolfram [10] , and Adams [11] , thus allowing the investigators to observe and estimate the magnitudes of both the adhesive and deformation components of dot friction.
Friction behavior in multiple-dot configurations
The second phase of the investigation examined the effect of braille dot spacing on the coefficient of friction under fingertip sliding. In this study, only standard sized braille dots (0.48mm) were printed for investigation. Linear rows of dots were printed with either 'horizontal' (left-to-right) or 'vertical' (top-to-bottom) alignment. This produced two distinct scenarios: 1) dot alignment parallel to the fingertip sliding direction (H), and 2) alignment perpendicular to sliding direction (V). Figure 5 shows a schematic representative of two adjacent braille cells, where a single cell comprises six dot positions. In standard print, the distance between dots in an individual cell is approximately 2.5mm. For horizontal spacing, samples with varying dot-to-dot distances were created in increments of 2.0mm, up to a maximum distance of 16mm, to determine the horizontal spacing threshold where adjacent dots begin to exhibit interaction in terms of frictional behavior. For vertical spacing, samples were created in increments of 1.0mm, up to a maximum of 14mm for the same reason as stated above. Increased resolution of 1.0mm increments in the vertical direction was selected to account for an observed greater impact of testing variability in terms of fingerpad contact angle and position on vertically aligned dot patterns.
In this phase of the study, loading effects were eliminated by restricting the loading domain to 'light' loading of 0.5-0.75N. Additionally, the fingerpad's angular position was controlled to emulate that of braille reading and was maintained at an approximate 30 degree angle, with the top half of the index finger being the focal contact point. Figure 4 also illustrates the finger placement used for both the horizontal and vertical configurations. The dotted line represents the reference position of the finger with respect to the top row of dots. In the case of the vertical samples, the top dot contacted the fingerpad at the same point for each pass, but as spacing increased, the lower dot gradually moved downward, away from the finger's reference contact with the top row.
Each sample consisted of a pair of dots with chosen alignment, and one coefficient of friction value was collected per pass. Each spacing configuration was tested over three trials, where each trial consisted of 10 passes, yielding 30 friction data points per sample. Like that of the singlefeature study, differential dot COF was investigated for all data collected. For samples that exhibited several stages of transitional friction behavior, the maximum differential was used to determine the largest possible friction effect achieved, independent of stage duration.
Results and discussion
Fundamental friction mechanisms involving individual dots
This investigation was performed to determine whether the skin-on-braille dot interaction can be modeled by a multi-term friction model, where the driving mechanisms are bulk deformation and interfacial adhesion. In order to evaluate this hypothesis, these mechanisms were assumed to occur on both a microscopic 'multi-asperity' level as well as on the macroscopic 'single dot' scale. Referring to Figure 2 , it is evident that there are two distinct stages of frictional behavior. The circled portion illustrates the coefficient of friction of skin sliding across the background surface. The plateaus represent the total coefficient of friction of a dot interaction where the fingerpad passes over and entirely surrounds a dot feature. This interaction is illustrated in Figure  6 . In such an instance, the finger interacts with both the surrounding background surface, as well as the individual dot feature, with the total interacting area consisting of a combination of background contact and feature contact. Given that the same paper media was used for all dot sizes in this study, the frictional contribution generated exclusively by a dot feature can be isolated from the total interaction COF. The differential dot COF (the contribution solely due to dot geometry) can be written as:
where µ dot event represents the total COF realized at the dot encounter, and µ media is the COF of skin sliding against the featureless background surface before the dot is encountered. The magnitude of the differential friction is indicated by the arrow in Figure 2 . When the sliding finger encounters and traverses a dot, the total COF includes contributions from the skin on as well as around the dot. Considering these dual components during dot traversal (contact with both dot and background around the dot), (2) can be expressed as:
where γ is the fraction of finger contact on the background surface around the dot versus the total finger contact area, and δ is the area fraction of finger contact on the dot, and thus the sum of the two area fractions is equal to unity. More accurately, the proportion terms γ and δ represent the force distribution across the feature set, but area fractions are assumed to be a valid approximation due to the dot's negligible size in comparison to the fingerpad. As the finger traverses the dot, the finger encounters both the micro-scale multi-asperity contact of the media on the surface of the dot, in addition to the macro-scale geometry of the dot itself. As indicated in Figure 6 , the skin does not completely encompass the dot during traversal, but rather has a separation region around the base of the feature due to the elastic behavior of the fingertip. The resulting surface area in contact is a spherical sector with a base radius that is less than the full radius of the dot feature, R. The micro-scale multi-asperity adhesion between the skin and the dot surface is thus a function of this contact area. A reasonable assumption can be made that the surface area of the sector in contact is approximately equal to the projected circular area of the full dot against the planar background surface. With this assumption, the surface component of total dot friction becomes equal to the friction of the background media of a flat disk of radius R. Therefore, a two-term model of total dot friction can be simplified to isolate only the effects of the dot feature's macro-scale geometry from that of the micro-scale multi-asperity surface, as shown below:
Combining (3) and (4) and simplifying the result eliminates all terms involving the COF of the media and produces a relation that ties the differential friction coefficient directly to the macroscale geometry of a single dot. The contributions of macro-scale adhesion and deformation can then be studied independently of the micro-scale friction mechanisms of the multi-asperity media.
( )
In order to identify the magnitude of the adhesive and deformation components of friction, it is essential that each component be exclusively defined by controllable parameters: material properties, geometric features, and normal loading. The deformation-based spherical indenter model of Tabor et al appears to be directly applicable to a single-dot traversal, as it predicts the deformation loss component of the coefficient of friction of a rigid sphere sliding across a bulk elastomer [17] . Here, the fingerpad takes the role of the soft elastomeric bulk, and the dot represents the spherical indenter. Tabor's model can be shown as:
where β is the viscoelatic hysteresis loss fraction, E' is the reduced modulus of elasticity, R is the radius of the indenter, and W is normal loading. With media type and fingertip mechanical properties assumed constant in this study, deformation-based friction is thus directly dependent on dot radius and normal load.
Turning to the adhesive component of single-asperity friction, Wolfram and, later, Adams developed a model also incorporating radius and normal load [10, 11] :
where τ o is the intrinsic shear stress between the two surfaces, E' is the reduced modulus of elasticity, R is indenter radius, and W is normal loading. Note that this formulation, in line with Wolfram's treatment, assumes an incompressible material with no interfacial shear stress dependence on contact pressure. Again, R and W are independent inputs in (7), and the rest of the terms are constant for a single background media. It should be noted that in adhesion-dominated sliding, the frictional force is inversely related to normal loading, and this decaying behavior is commonly observed in sliding of soft materials, such as skin [18, 19] . It was surmised that the topology of the paper media would account for most of the true contact area because of the numerous micro-scale contacts, and thus very little additional contact area would be realized with the addition of the macro-scale dot feature. This suggests that the differential COF caused solely by dot adhesion would be very low.
The dot area fraction, δ, is defined as the ratio of projected dot area versus the apparent finger contact area from (1) . Figure 7 illustrates the the fingerpad's observed contact in comparison to predicted Hertzian contact. This observed behavior is reasonably in line with the Hertzian model for the given loading range, while also exhibiting long-term linear behavior. Relation (8) expresses dot area fraction with respect to skin mechanical properties and dot geometry: Given the expressions for both the adhesion and deformation of sphere on skin contact, (5) through (8) can then be combined into the following form:
where the two additive terms respectively represent the adhesion and deformation differential dot COF contributions. Excluding dot radius and normal loading, all remaining terms are based on material and interfacial properties. With the dot radii used in this study, and the assumption that fingertip radius is one order of magnitude larger than the dot radius, then the adhesion term in (9) becomes negligible as previously hypothesized. Based on this, the differential COF data were fit to the model -after the adhesion term was removed -using a multi-variable least sum of squares regression for all tested values of dot radius and loading. This yielded a model coefficient of:
The differential COF data are plotted with respect to normal load in Figure 8 , which also shows the fitted model. The squared correlation coefficient for this model was calculated to be 0.227, which is reasonable for an exponential relationship such as this. Upon visual inspection of the data, it is clear that the differential friction exhibits a shallow decay at higher normal loads, as predicted by the deformation-dominated model. It is also noted that differential COF has a positive exponential relationship to feature radius, and this behavior is reflected in Figure 8 . Given these observations, hysteretic deformation due to macroscopic geometries appears to be the predominant contributor to the dot coefficient of friction, across all dot sizes and normal loads used in this study. This analysis suggests that additional adhesion friction due to the macro-scale geometry of the dot feature is negligible. This fundamental understanding of friction mechanisms of skin on a single feature can now be incorporated with respect to more complex configurations involving multiple-feature interactions.
Friction behavior in multiple-dot configurations
The purpose of the multi-feature study was to investigate how dot spacing and feature-to-feature orientation affects the coefficient of friction for skin in multi-dot configurations. The results of the previous phase of the study showed that deformation hysteresis is the primary frictional mechanism in the differential coefficient of friction produced when sliding over a dot feature. For this investigation phase, the maximum differential dot coefficient of friction was recorded and analyzed in order to strictly focus on the effects of neighboring dot features on COF differential, and to determine threshold feature spacing when multi-feature effects must be considered.
In order to better understand the results of multi-dot experiments, the instant of feature interaction must be considered. For single-feature sliding, this event is defined by the instant in time when the fingerpad entirely covered the dot feature. In the case of vertical multi-dot orientations (referred to as the 'V' orientation in Figure 4 ), the instant of dot interaction was identical to that of single-feature sliding, regardless of the position of the secondary dot. This is because both dots were at the same distance from the fingerpad at any point in the test. Results from a representative test of the vertical orientation of two dots is illustrated in Figure 9 , where the fingerpad pass over a 6.0-mm vertical spacing is detected as a single coefficient of friction plateau, which stays relatively constant for approximately 1 second of sliding. Contrast the vertical orientation with the timeline of events for a horizontal dot orientation ('H' in Figure 4 ). Samples with horizontally-oriented feature spacing experienced friction events in a significantly different manner. In these cases, the dots were positioned such that fingerpad encounter occurred sequentially in time, such that two distinct frictional plateaus could be observed in the data. However for sufficiently small spacing, two dot features could be encountered at the same time, thus exhibiting a somewhat complex frictional response. This is hypothesized to have occurred because the viscoelastic fingerpad did not have sufficient opportunity to fully penetrate the space between the two adjacent dots and reestablish contact with the background surface before the second dot was encountered. Additionally, the transition from background to feature contribution is slightly slower than that of the vertical spacing because the total contact distance is larger and not instantaneous. This resulted in an inability to resolve the frictional behavior into two separate features, as shown in Figure 10 . One noteworthy observation is that the differential COF produced during interaction with closely-spaced dots was not significantly higher than a single dot. What this suggests in practical terms, is that from a friction standpoint, there appears to be a spacing threshold below which two adjacent dots are experienced as a single feature. With somewhat greater horizontal distance between dot features, the coefficient of friction exhibited five distinct stages as shown in Figure 11 . The first stage involved the expected interaction with the background medium (paper), as is seen in all tests. The second stage plateaued at a COF similar to that of a single dot. However, the third stage revealed an additional increase in friction for a short period of time. This is hypothesized to be due to the dots having enough spacing to allow sufficient finger penetration to produce significant hysteretic friction against both features simultaneously, effectively doubling the differential COF predicted by the single dot model above. The fourth stage showed a reduction in friction, similar to the level experienced at stage two. Finally the fifth state indicated that the fingerpad was again in complete contact with the featureless background surface. As would be expected, as horizontal feature spacing was further increased, the compounded interaction became less pronounced until two distance friction plateaus separated. This confirms that for sufficiently large feature spacing the fingerpad is able to fully penetrate between each of the dots and encounter them independently.
When investigating the differential coefficient of friction for multi-feature arrangements in both orientation directions, the average of the peak differential COF (stage 3, Figure 11 ) recorded during a test run was used for analysis. Figure 12 shows the maximum differential COF for various dot spacing with both orientations. As expected, sufficiently large spacing in either the horizontal or vertical directions yielded the lowest values of differential dot COF at 0.05 to 0.06, approximately equal to single dot results. This threshold spacing appeared to be approximately 12 mm for horizontal spacing, and 14 mm for vertical spacing, respectively. At these distances, the fingerpad only encountered one individual dot at any point during sliding. As distance decreased below these threshold values, the differential dot COF was higher due to interaction effects of adjacent dots on the fingerpad.
At the smallest dot spacing in both orientations, differential COF is somewhat higher than for a single dot feature, with the vertical direction being slightly higher than the horizontal. This may be explained by the fact that with vertical spacing, there are two features imposing hysteretic deformation on the fingerpad from the onset of sliding, however the effect is tempered by the lack full skin penetration into the space between the dots. As vertical dot spacing increased to 8 mm, differential COF increased nearly steadily, with the exception of an unexplained lower value at 6 mm. The differential COF for a vertical spacing of 8 mm was approximately double that of a single dot, as would be expected if two regions of the fingerpad underwent simultaneous independent deformation-driven friction caused by the two adjacent dots. Beyond 8 mm, differential friction of vertically spaced features began to decrease toward the eventual resumption of single-dot behavior as described above.
For horizontal dot spacing, similar maximum differential COF values were observed as in the vertical direction, but the onset and release of multi-feature interactions occurred at slightly different spacing than the vertical. The maximum differential friction occurred at a horizontal dot spacing of 4 mm, with a five-stage behavior similar to that shown for 6-mm spacing in Figure 11 . From this spacing, differential COF steadily declines until 12 mm, when friction stabilizes at the single-dot value. The steep increase in friction between 2 and 4 mm suggests that the latter spacing is just sufficient to allow meaningful penetration of the skin into the space between the dots, so that the fingerpad experiences two distinct regions of hysteretic deformation. However, it is likely that the penetration is not fully extended to reach the featureless intra-dot surface, so that the full heights of the dots are not interacting with the fingerpad. This reasoning may also be applied to the observation of the decline in friction after 4 mm, in that while the fingerpad appears to be interacting with two adjacent features, the horizontal spacing may be such that the skin is not fully encompassing both sides of each dot and thus the area of interaction may be slightly reduced compared to the 4-mm spacing. This phenomenon would be dependent primarily on fingertip size and apparent area of fingerpad contact.
One final aspect to note when comparing the friction of the vertical and horizontal multi-dot orientations, is the fact that the spacing threshold for horizontal spacing (12 mm) is less than for the vertical spacing (14 mm). The simplest explanation for this difference is the natural shape of the fingertip and the fact that the contact between skin and surface is approximately elliptical with the major axis parallel to the vertical orientation. Thus, there is more length of contact in the vertical direction than in the horizontal, so the dots must have greater spacing in the vertical direction to avoid fingertip contact with adjacent dots. This elliptical shape of the contact plane is evident in Figure 3 . The results indicate differential COF from skin-on-dot sliding is largely deformation driven and independent of adhesion, and in turn, medium; but one major limitation is that only one medium, braille embossing paper, was investigated. An investigation studying the frictional effects across multiple mediums with the same geometries would provide significant validation to the two-term model developed in this paper. Additionally, the results from the spacing investigation lead the authors to believe that certain spacings allow for increased and ideal penetration between the dot pair, but these claims have not been quantified. Empirical penetration or contact tests, or even computational modelling of skin-on-dot sliding would greatly benefit such claims.
Conclusions
The fundamental frictional mechanisms involved in fingertip-on-dot sliding (akin to braille reading) were investigated in both single-feature and multiple-feature configurations. Based on the observed results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• These results for a common paper medium suggest that the differential increase in coefficient of friction due to the presence of dot features may be largely independent of the medium on which the features are embossed. This is due to the fact that the macroscale topology of the features contributes little to the overall friction arising from adhesion mechanisms.
• Hysteretic deformation of the soft fingerpad around the dot feature during sliding was the dominant mechanism that governed overall friction. Its magnitude was directly related to dot feature radius and applied normal load.
• The spacing between adjacent dots in linear arrays with either horizontal or vertical orientations greatly affected the differential friction coefficient, due the sliding fingerpad ability to be in physical contact with two dots simultaneously. The spacing thresholds that indicated the transition between single-and multiple-dot friction behavior were 12 mm and 14 mm for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
